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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

x 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
88 Civ. 4486 (DNE) 

Plaintiff 

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD 
OF TEAMSTERS, et al.. 

v 
APPLICATION LXVIII OF THE 
INDEPENDENT REVIEW BOARD 
-SUPPLEMENTAL DECISION 
OF THE INDEPENDENT REVIEW BOARD 
IN THE MATTER OF RONALD CAREY 
AND WILLIAM HAMILTON 

Defendant 

x 

Pursuant to Paragraph O. of the Rules of Procedures for 

Operation of the Independent Review Board ("IRB") for the 

International Brotherhood of Teamsters ("IRB Rules"), .Application is 

made by the IRB for ruling by the Honorable David N. Edelstein, 

United States District Judge for the Southern District of New York, 

on the IRB's July 19, 1999, Supplemental Decision regarding the 

remand of the IRB's July 27, 1998, Majority Opinion and Concurring 

Opinion on the charges against IBT General President Ronald Carey 

("Carey") and former IBT Director of Governmental Affairs William 

Hamilton ("Hamilton"). 

It is respectfully requested that an Order be entered affirming 

the IRB's July 19, 1999, Supplemental Decision if Your Honor finds 

it appropriate. 

Frederick B. Lacey 
Member of the 
Independent Review Board 

Dated: July 19, 1999 



!NRE: RONALD CAREY AND W i L U A M : SUPPLEMENTAL DECfStON 

HAMtLTON : 

Fottowing our Decision of Juty 27, 1998, counse! for Ron Carey ("Carey") and 

Wittiam W. Hamitton ("Hamitton") were informed by the U.S. Department of Justice on 

about February 5, 1999 that Jere Nash ("Nash") had acknowtedged in a criminai case 

pending against him his participation in a scheme whereby $21,532.17 of bi)!s for the 

1996 Carey Campaign were submitted to and paid by the tBT, instead of the Carey 

Campaign, tn the meantime, our Decision had been appeated to and affirmed by Judge 

Edetstein J Carey and Hamitton apptied to Judge Edetstein for retief from our Decision 

under Ru!e 60(b) of the Federat Ruies of Civit Procedure and requested, among other 

things, that that motion be remanded to us. 

O n May 5, 1999, Judge Edeistein entered an Order bringing Carey and Hamitton's 

Rute 60(b) motions "to the attention of the )RB exctusiveiy and sotety for the purpose of 

providing the members of the )RB an opportunity to determine whether the )RB wishes to 

consider these motions." The Court conctuded, "[sjhoutd the !RB, in its sote discretion, be 

of the opinion that it is desirabte that the [RB review the [60(b) motions], it is free to do so." 

inasmuch as the February 5, 1999 disctosures of the government arguabty bring into 

question the credibitity of a witness upon whose testimony we retied, atong with other 

significant evidence in our Decision, we accept the opportunity offered by the District 

^Our Juty 1998 Decision, having been affirmed by Judge Edetstein of the U.S. 

District Court for the Southern District of New York, was appeated by Carey and Hamitton 

and is presentty pending before the United States Court of Appeats for the Second Circuit. 



Court. The question presented thus is whether or not the grounds for review retied upon 

by Carey and Hamitton in seeking a new hearing before us are sufficient to cause us to 

reopen the Decision and grant a new hearing. 

Atthough the rutes appticabte to tabor arbitration generatty appty to our 

proceedings, those ruies^ provide tittte usefut guidance for reviewing the bases for 

reopening asserted here. Since, however, Carey and Hamitton invited the District Court to 

seek our review under the standards of Rute 60(b) of the Federa! Ruies of CivH Procedure, 

and the District Court extended the invitation to us to do so, we anatyze the appiication 

under the fottowing portions of that rute.^ 

Carey and Hamitton cite three separate portions of Rute 60(b) as grounds for us to 

reopen the case and grant a new hearing. The first pertains to newty discovered evidence 

under Rute 60(b)(2); the second pertains to "fraud by an adverse party ...", under Rute 

60(b)(3), and the third reties on "other reasons justifying retief from the operation of. . ." our 

Decision, under Rute 60(b)(6). The catch-at! provision is not hetpfut to Carey and 

Hamitton, however, since the arguments actuaity made are based upon the first two 

grounds and no independent argument as to the third ground is offered/ 

^Fairweather's Practice and Procedure in Labor Arbitration (Third Edition 1991), pp. 

396-402; and Etkouri and Etkouri, How Arbitration Works (Fifth Edition 1997), pp. 381-83. 

^Strictty speaking, the Federat Rutes of Civit Procedure are not appticabte to 

proceedings before us. 

"Litiebers v. Heatth Services Acquisition Corp.. 486 U.S. 847, 863, n. 11 (1988); 

Matter of Emergency Beacon Corp.. 666 F.2d 754, 758 (2"^ Cir. 1981). Even, as is argued 

by Carey, perjury itsetf is a recognized ground for retief under Rute 60(b)(6), the motion 

under that subsection woutd be denied based on the stand-atone findings made at p. 9 



(1) Newty Discovered Evidence - Among other requirements, in order to 

quatify for treatment under Ru)e 60(b)(2), asserted newty discovered evidence "must be 

admissibte and of such importance that it probabty woutd have changed the outcome, and 

... the evidence must not be merety cumutative or impeaching."^ )n short, evidence of the 

September 1996 rebitiing scheme^ woutd have to be of "such importance" to the issue of 

be tow. 

su.S. v. )BT. 179 FRD 444, 447 (U.S.D.C. S.D.N.Y. 6/3/98). 

^tn his testimony in the crimina! case, Nash described the rebitting scheme: 

... [T!he November Group provided services to both the tnternationa) 

Brotherhood of Teamsters and the Ron Carey campaign. As the campaign 

manager for Ron Carey, ) often received invoices from the November Group 

for services provided to the Carey campaign. Because of the pressing 

concerns about financing for the Carey campaign in or about September of 

1996, t totd an emptoyee of the November Group to rebit) to the 

tnternationa) Brotherhood of Teamsters certain November Group invoices 

that had been sent to the Carey campaign. 

As a resutt of my directions to the November Group empioyee and tater 

Martin Davis, president of the November Group, arranged for these three 

Carey campaign invoices, totating approximated $21,532, to be rebitted to 

the tnternationa) Brotherhood of Teamsters. 

Testimony of Nash at Aprit 20, 1999 hearing before Hon. Denise L. Cote, U.S.D.C. 

S.D.N.Y., in U.S. v. tere Nash. 51 97 CR 944 DLC, at p. 17. Nash went on to admit that at 

the time of his September 1997 guitty ptea, he did "not think about or even remember the 

rebitting of these Ron Carey campaign invoices .... The government did not ask me about 

the invoices at the time." He did not recatt the September 1996 transaction invoking the 

three invoices unti) about March of 1998 when the FBt "showed me these invoices for the 

first time." 

Atthough t then remembered that these three invoices had been improperty 

bitted to the tBT, t was afraid of the consequences of my not having 

remembered these invoices initiatty in my eartier sessions with the 

government, and t was atso concerned about the consequences that 
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the invotvement of Carey and Hamitton in the contributions to the advocacy groups^ that it 

woutd have attered our conctusions regarding Carey's breach of fiduciary duty and 

Hamitton's invoivement in the four contributions, tn an effort to meet this standard, 

Hamitton and Carey refer to four portions of Nash's testimony which they assert meet this 

demanding standard. 

The first arises from a cottoquy in Nash's testimony where he admitted, as Carey's 

Campaign Manager, there "were a great number of detaits that [Nash] did not share with 

Mr. Carey" because "some" of those detaits were in Nash's "area of responsibitity" and 

"some" "might have concerned matters that Carey wasn't interested in." Nash went on to 

deny that he faited to share detaits with Carey because Nash "didn't want [Carey] to know 

about them ...". 

Question: And is it fair to say that there were some detaits you didn't share 

with Mr. Carey because you didn't want him to know about them? 

Answer: t can't think of one. (Tr. 895) 

tn effect, Hamitton and Carey argue that because Nash did not disdose at this point the 

disctosure of these invoices had to the November Group emptoyee who had 

rebitted the invoices at my direction. 

Nash went on to admit that he continued tying to the government agents about the 

rebitting scheme untit a meeting of February 22, 1999. tbid. 18-19. The record before us 

did not mention the rebitting scheme, nor is there any suggestion that Carey or Hamitton 

participated in the scheme or knew of it. 

^The contributions that are the subject of our juty 27, 1998 Decision occurred in 

mid to tate October and earty November of 1996. They totated $885,000 and were made 

to four advocacy groups: Citizen Action, Project Vote, Nationat Counci) of Senior Citizens, 

and the AFL-CtO. 
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rebitting scheme, he presented perjured testimony at the hearing before us. 

The testimony itsetf reveats that there were other reasons why Nash may not have 

shared the rebitting scheme with Carey. For exampte, the transactions were in Nash's 

"area of responsibitity" or "Mr. Carey was not interested in" them. tn short, the tine of 

questioning, even though it portrays corrupt action when viewed in tight of Nash's 

February 5, 1999 admissions, does not estabtish that Nash tied before us. )t is just as tikety 

that Nash's "area of responsibitity" inctuded making payments - whether or not corrupt -

and that Carey was not "interested in" transactions totating stightty more than $20,000. 

There is no showing that Carey woutd have to approve those campaign payments, tt has 

at ready been shown in the record of this case that Carey did not approve smatt 

expenditures of the !BT or the Carey Campaign and that others, inctuding Nash, did 

approve them. 

This testimony cannot be conceivabty stretched to inctude the three rebitting 

payments. There is no showing that the "detaiis" pertaining to these smatter payments 

woutd in any event have been shared with Carey. Thus, Nash's testimony that he coutd 

not "think of one" "detait" he did not share with Carey cannot be shown to be materia) to 

the question of Carey's participation in or knowtedge of the true purpose of the $885,000 

in contributions to the four advocacy groups a month or tonger after the rebitting scheme. 

Two of the four instances of asserted perjury assume erroneousty that the question 

asked referred to the rebitting scheme. For exampte, tRB Member Lacey's questions 
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concerning the benefit to Davis "out of these transactions"" (Tr. 1059-60) obviousiy refer 

to the four advocacy group contributions by the tBT and not any transaction the Carey 

Campaign may have directty engaged in. Likewise, Nash's atteged motivation to receive 

favorabte sentencing treatment by pteading to the advocacy group "swap scheme" (Tr. 

1075-76) is ctearty timited to those contributions, not to at) transactions concerning the 

Campaign.^ 

Finatty, Nash's testimony before us, that he answered the questions asked of him by 

^The question asked by )RB Member Lacey was: 

What etse was there, that you are aware of, that rejected benefit to Davis 

out of these transactions that we have been inquiring into? (Emphasis added) 

The answer by Nash was: 

Att thatt am aware of t had teamed since Martin Davis' arrest and that is 

what t was referring to, because of the ittegat conduct he did, he made 

money through those - through that ittegat conduct, none of which ! knew 

and woutd not have approved of. 

(Tr. 1059-60) 

^The specific question and answer invotved were: 

Question: ... t am trying to cut to the bottom tine. Did you understand that 

to get the cooperation agreement, to get the deat, to get a shot at the 

[favorabte sentencing agreement avaitabte under the Federat Sentencing 

Guidetines] Section 5(k)(1), you had to ptead guitty to the swap scheme, you 

had to accept responsibitity for the swap scheme? 

Answer by Nash: t totd them - when ) agreed to come in in June and begin 

to cooperate, t totd them everything t knew. 
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the Government before his September 1997 guitty p)ea (T. 947)/° coutd not be perjury 

when it is considered that at that time the Government had not asked him any questions 

which woutd impticate the three invoices invotved in the rebitting scheme. Bishop Dect. 

Ex. 7 at 18 and Nash's testimony at the Apri! 20, 1999 hearing, at 18. 

Thus, the answers of Nash to the questions in the record before us concerning 

contributions to the advocacy group in October and earty November 1996 cannot, as a 

matter of fact, be understood to inctude the three campaign invoices probabty paid in 

September of 1996. Therefore, none of the four above-described portions of Nash's 

testimony before us has been shown to be perjury. Moreover, the statements, as we have 

pointed out above, were not materia! to the issues before us. Had the testimony about the 

rebitting scheme been offered, it woutd onty have been considered as impeaching Nash's 

credibitity. "[N]ewty discovered evidence wit) not support a motion for retief from 

judgment if it merety tends to impeach the credibitity of a witness rather than provide 

'°Nash was asked a series of questions about his truthfutness when he was asked 

questions by the government in connection with his 1997 guitty ptea. Normatty, in these 

arrangements, the individuat pteading guitty agrees to provide whatever information the 

government requests of him. The process is commonty referred to as being "debriefed". 

Question: When you debriefed, was there a tengthy discussion in which 

they asked you questions and you gave them answers? 

Answer: Severat. 

Question: Did you answer their questions truthfuHy? 

Answer: Yes, sir. 

(Tr. 947) 
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substantive evidence concerning a materia! issue of fact in the case." 12 Moore's Federal 

Practice. § 60.42[9] at 60-125 (3^ Ed.) 

Finatty, the disctosure of Nash's perjury as to the September 1996 rebitting scheme 

wouid not have attered our Decision. Nash's testimony concerning his tetephone cat), 

apparency on October 17, 1996, with Carey provided onty one of severa) bases for our 

conctusion that Carey's fiduciary duties required him, under the circumstances, to inquire 

further concerning the,.retationship between contributions to the advocacy groups and his 

own campaign fundraising. The other bases for reaching that conctusion are themsetves 

sufficient to support our findings. Briefty summarized, those findings were: the 

circumstance that Carey tied about knowing the contributions were made; the 

circumstance that Carey knew the targe etection transactions were forthcoming and, given 

the timits on the detegation of authority to approve targe expenditures, anticipated 

approving them; the timited data he woutd accept from his staff white on the road and the 

fact that during times criticat to his Campaign he was unreachabte; the questions raised by 

senior )BT officiats concerning the contributions; and, finatty, the circumstance that Carey 

authorized a substantia) expense in connection with a tast minute maiting knowing that the 

finances of his Campaign were precarious. Decision 23-25. 

(2) Misconduct or Fraud - The next ground for reopening is the attegation 

under Rute 60(b)(3) of "fraud ..., or misrepresentation, or other misconduct of an adverse 

party." To satisfy the requirements of that rute, Hamitton and Carey woutd have to show 

that the Chief tnvestigator knew that the testimony being given by Nash was fatse and 

engaged in conduct which prevented Carey and Hamitton from fairty presenting their 
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cases. By its own terms, the position of Carey and Hamitton that the Chief investigator 

"shoutd have known" is insufficient to meet this demanding standard. Carey or Hamitton 

offered no evidence that the Chief investigator in fact knew that Nash's testimony was 

fatse. Therefore, the type of fraud or misconduct required to ho!d a new hearing has 

simpty not been shown." 

tn addition to our specific hoidings above, we find generatty that this case shoutd 

not be reopened for any one of the fo!towing three reasons. )t has not been shown that 

Nash perjured himsetf at our March 11, 1998 hearing. Even assuming for the sake of 

argument that Nash committed perjury, it was not materia) to any issue decided by us. 

Finatty, the case woutd be decided in the same manner without retiance on any of Nash's 

testimony. A reopening and rehearing of this case is therefore denied. 

"Further, under Rute 60(b)(3) of the Federa) Rutes of Civi) Procedure, the showings 

described above woutd have to be made by "dear and convincing" evidence. Fteming v. 

New York University. 865 F.2d 478, 484 (2^ Cir. 1989). 

CONCLUStON 

Dated: Washington, D.C. 

Juty^L, 1999 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Plaintiffs, 

-against -

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF 
TEAMSTERS, et al.. 

Defendants. 

OPINION & ORDER 
88 Civ. 4486 (DNE) 

--X 

EDELSTEIN. District Judge 

BACKGROUND 

This opinion emanates from the voluntary settlement of an 

action commenced by the United States of America against, inter 

alia, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters ("IBT" or "the 

union") and the IBT's General Executive Board ("GEB"). The 

settlement is embodied in the voluntary consent order entered 

March 14, 1989 ("Consent Decree"). The goals of the Consent 

Decree are to rid the IBT of the hideous influence of organized 

crime and establish a culture of democracy within the union. The 

long history of this case has been set forth in this Court's 

numerous prior opinions. Accordingly, only those facts necessary 

for resolving the instant application shall be set forth. 

Currently before this Court is Application LXVIII of the 



Independent Review Board ("IRB"). Application LXVIII requests 

that this Court affirm the IRB's July 19, 1999 Supplemental 

Decision ("IRB Supp. Dec." or "Supplemental Decision") rejecting 

Ron Carey's ("Carey") and William Hamilton's ("Hamilton") claims 

that they were entitled to extraordinary relief pursuant to Rule 

60(b)(2), (3) and (6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

based upon new evidence. 

The underlying judgment from which Carey and Hamilton seek 

relief is this Court's September 15, 1998 Opinion affirming the 

IRB's July 27, 1998 decision barring Carey and Hamilton from the 

union for their roles in illicit fund-raising schemes during the 

1996 IBT election. Application LXI of the IRB, 22 F. Supp.2d 135 

(S.D.N.Y. 1998), appeal pending D.t. No. 98-6262.^ Thereafter, 

on April 20, 1999, Carey's campaign manager and a witness at 

Carey's and Hamilton's disciplinary hearing before the IRB, Jere 

Nash ("Nash"), pled guilty to one count of mail fraud and one 

count of making false statements in connection with a scheme (the 

"rebilling scheme") whereby he caused the IBT instead of the 

Carey campaign to pay three invoices totaling $21,532.17 of 1996 

' This decision is currently on appeal to the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. The Court of 
Appeals has stayed consideration of the appeal pending 
disposition of Carey's and Hamilton's current motion for relief. 
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Carey Campaign expenses. Letter from Assistant United States 

Attorney Karen B. Konigsberg to Honorable David N. Edelstein 

(Aug. 17, 1999) ("Government Br.") at 1-2. The Government 

charged that, "from in or about March 1998, up to and including 

on or about February 2, 1999, Nash, during interviews with 

representatives of the United States Attorney's Office and the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, falsely denied knowing anything 

about the three invoices . . . or [that they] were rebilled to 

the IBT; denied-Knowledge of the illegal scheme to bill the IBT 

for expenses incurred by the Carey campaign; and thereafter 

created a false and incomplete explanation of his recollection of 

the rebilling of the expenses to the IBT." Id. at 2. In his 

testimony in his criminal case, Nash described the rebilling 

scheme as follows: 

[T]he November Group provided services to both 
the [IBT] and the Ron Carey Campaign. As the 
campaign manager for [Carey], I often received 
invoices from the November Group for services 
provided to the Carey campaign. Because of the 
pressing concerns about financing for the Carey 
campaign in or about September of 1996, I told 
an employee of the November Group to rebill to 
the [IBT] certain November Group invoices that 
had been sent to the Carey campaign. 

As a result of my directions to the November 
Group employee and later Martin Davis, president 
of the November Group, arranged for these three 
Carey campaign invoices, totaling approximately 



$21,532, to be rebilled to the [IBT]. 

Testimony of Nash at April 20, 1999 hearing before Hon. Denise L. 

Cote, U.S.D.C., S.D.N.Y., in United States v. Jere Nash. 51 97 CR 

944 DLC, at p. 17. 

Based on this information, on April 7, 1999, Carey and 

Hamilton moved this Court for an order directing the IRB to 

consider their motions for relief from judgment under Rule 60(b) 

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. According to Carey and 

Hamilton, Nash'-s^plea to his involvement in the rebilling scheme 

and making false statements to the Government established that 

Nash committed perjury before the IRB, and therefore, the IRB 

must reconsider its decision to bar permanently Carey and 

Hamilton from the IBT. On May 5, 1999, this Court issued an 

Order referring the motions to the IRB noting that "[s]hould the 

IRB, in its sole discretion, be of the opinion that it is 

desirable that the IRB review the [60(b) motions], it is free to 

do so." United States v. IBT. No. 88 Civ. 4486 (S.D.N.Y. May 5, 

1999). Because the February 5, 1999 disclosures of the 

Government regarding Nash arguably brought into question the 

credibility of a witness upon whose testimony the IRB relied, the 

IRB accepted the opportunity that this Court offered. See IRB 

Supp. Dec. at 1. 



The IRB issued its Supplemental Decision on July 19, 1999, 

denying Carey's and Hamilton's motions for relief. See id. at 9. 

The IRB determined that Nash did not commit perjury during the 

IRB hearing, let alone on a material issue that would likely 

change the outcome of the hearing. The IRB also found that 

Carey's and Hamilton's allegation that the Chief Investigator 

"should have known" of Nash's alleged perjury before the IRB to 

be without merit. Id. Finally, the IRB reasoned that, even 

absent Nash's testimony, there was ample evidence before the IRB 

to support its decision that Carey breached his fiduciary duties 

when he failed to inquire into the IBT political contributions 

that resulted in a benefit to his campaign and that Hamilton . 

brought reproach upon the IBT by causing a thing of value to be 

given to the Carey campaign in return for his performance of his 

union duties and embezzling IBT funds in violation of the IBT 

Constitution. Id. Thus, the IRB found that Carey and Hamilton 

had not established exceptional circumstances warranting relief 

from judgment pursuant to Rule 60(b)(2), (3) or (6). Carey and 

Hamilton did not show, as Rule 60(b) required, that the proffered 

new evidence was substantive evidence on a material issue that 

would have likely altered the outcome of the hearing and was not 

merely cumulative or impeaching. Id. at 7-8. 
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Pursuant to the IRB Rules, the IRB submitted the 

Supplemental Decision to this Court with Application LXVIII 

requesting that this Court enter an order affirming the 

Supplemental Decision. Carey and Hamilton object to Application 

LXVIII and ask this Court to "reverse the Supplemental Decision, 

and enter an order stating [this] Court's intention to grant 

[Carey's and Hamilton's motions] for relief from judgment, so 

that the appropriate remand can be sought from the Court of 

Appeals, thereby^restoring this Court's jurisdiction to grant 

relief from judgment." Ron Carey's Objections to Application 

LXVIII of the IRB, and Renewed Motion for Relief from Judgment 

Under Rule 60(b), ("Carey Br.") at 4; Objections of William 

Hamilton to Application LXVIII of the IRB, and Renewed Motion for 

Relief from Judgment under Rule 60(b), ("Hamilton Br.") at 

According to Carey and Hamilton, Nash's plea regarding the 

^ Because of Carey's and Hamilton's currently pending 
appeal in the United States Court of Appeals for the Second 
Circuit, the IRB and the District Court do not have jurisdiction 
at this time to grant Carey and Hamilton relief from judgment. 
See Toliver v. County of Sullivan. 957 F.2d 47, 49 (2d Cir. 
1992). The District Court may consider motions for relief from 
judgment under Fed. R. Civ. P. 60 while an appeal is pending. 
Should the District Court determine that it would grant the 
motion, it is to issue an express indication that it would grant 
the motion for relief. Only then is remand from the Court of 
Appeals to be sought to restore the District Court's 
jurisdiction. See id. 
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rebilling scheme and Nash's false statements to the Government 

establish that Nash committed perjury before the IRB, and 

therefore, the IRB abused its discretion by not reversing its 

decision. Reply Memorandum in Support of Mr. Carey's Objections 

to Application LXVIII of the IRB, and Renewed Motion for Relief 

from Judgment Under Rule 60(b) ("Carey Reply Br.") at 9-16. 

Standard of Review 

In reviewing prior IRB decisions, this Co\irt has held that 

the "arbitrary and capricious" standard of review is applicable. 

Application LXI of the IRB. 22 F. Supp.2d at 13 9. Paragraph 0 of 

the IRB Rules provides that "[i]n reviewing actions of the IRB, 

this Court shall apply the same standard of review applicable to 

review of final agency action under the Administrative Procedure 

Act." Rules and Procedures for Operation of the Independent 

Review Board for the International Brotherhood of Teamsters H 0. 

In addition, it is well settled that this Court will not 

substitute its judgment for that of the IRB. See United States 

v. IBT ("Carev Disqualification"). 156 F.3d 354, 365 (2d Cir. 

1998) ("We, however, agree with the district court that the 

Consent Decree officers closest to an investigation are 'best 

equipped to evaluate the demeanor, credibility, and ultimately 
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the culpability of those who appear before them.'"). 

Carey and Hamilton argue that the IRB abused its discretion 

when it denied their requests for relief from judgment expelling 

them from the union because the IRB's decision contravenes Rule 

60(b) as well as case law under federal criminal rules which 

Carey asserts are analogous. As the IRB properly concluded, 

however, neither the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure nor the 

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure apply to proceedings before 

the IRB. See IRjp Supp. Dec. at 2 n.3. The IRB merely used the 

standards articulated in Rule 60(b) to assist with its analysis 

of Carey's and Hamilton's applications.^ 

The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit has held that 

IRB proceedings are internal union disciplinary proceedings. See 

United States v. IBT ("Friedman & Hucrhes"). 905 F.2d 610, 622 (2d 

Rule 60(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
provides in relevant part: [o]n motion and upon such 
terms as are just, the court may relieve a party . . . 
from a final judgment, order or proceeding for the 
following reasons: . . . (2) newly discovered evidence 
which by due diligence could not have been discovered 
in time to move for a new trial under Rule 59(b); . . . 
(3) fraud (whether heretofore denominated intrinsic or 
extrinsic), misrepresentation, or other misconduct of 
an adverse party . . . (6) any other reason justifying 
relief from the operation of the judgment. Fed. R. Civ. 
Pro. 60(b). 
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Cir. 1990). Thus, IRB decisions are reviewed under the standards 

set forth in the Consent Decree and the IRB Rules and, to the 

extent not inconsistent, the Labor-Management Reporting and 

Disclosure Act, 29 U.S.C. § 411(a)(5) ("LMRDA"). Cf_^ Carey 

Disqualification. 156 F.3d at 362 (2d Cir. 1998) ("[Proceedings 

before the IRB follow procedures that fully comply with, and even 

surpass, the procedural protections of §101(a)(5)."); United 

States v. IBT ("Adelstein"). 998 F.2d 120, Y26 (2d Cir. 1993) 

(expressing "doubt" that the LMRDA affords respondents in IBT 

disciplinary proceedings "any greater procedural protections than 

those which they already enjoy under the terms of the Consent 

Decree itself"). 

Finally, the proper procedure a disciplined member opposing 

IRB sanctions must follow is to file objections to the IRB's 

application. See United States v. IBT ("Simpson"). 931 F. Supp. 

1074, 1095 (S.D.N.Y. 1996), aff'd, 120 F.3d 341 (2d Cir. 1997). 

Carey and Hamilton have not presented any new evidence since they 

were last before this Court requesting that this Court issue an 

express indication that it would grant their Rule 60(b) motions 

to support any "renewed" 60(b) motion. See Carey Br. at 1. Thus, 

despite Carey's and Hamilton's attempts to style their papers to 

this Court as renewed motions for relief under Rule 60(b) in 
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addition to their objections to Application LXVIII, this Court 

will treat their papers solely as objections to the IRB 

Supplemental Decision and Application LXVIII. Therefore, this 

Court will review Carey's and Hamilton's objections to the IRB 

Supplemental-Decision under the "arbitrary and capricious" 

standard pursuant to the IRB Rules. Nonetheless, because the IRB 

used Rule 60(b) as a point of reference, this Court will also 

examine Rule 60(b) to assist with its analysis of the IRB's 

decision under the arbitrary and capricious standard. 

Discussion 

Carey and Hamilton cited three separate portions of Rule 

60(b) as grounds for the IRB to reopen the case and grant a new 

hearing. The first alleged newly discovered evidence under Rule 

60(b)(2); the second alleged fraud by an adverse party under Rule 

60(b)(3); and the third was based on Rule 60(b)(6)'s catch-all 

provision alleging other reasons justifying relief from the 

operation of the IRB Decision. Additionally, Carey and Hamilton 

argue that the IRB's determination that even absent Nash's 

testimony there was ample evidence that Carey and Hamilton 

violated the IBT Constitution and their fiduciary duties was 

arbitrary and capricious. 
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1. Alleged Periurv Under Rule 60(b)(2) and (6) 

As previously noted, Carey's and Hamilton's 60(b) motions 

before the IRB are based upon Nash's April 20, 1999 guilty plea 

in connection with the rebilling scheme. Virtually all of 

Carey's and Hamilton's objections to the IRB's Supplemental 

Decision are premised on their argument that the new evidence 

demonstrates that Nash committed perjury before the IRB. Carey 

and Hamilton po-ifit to four transcript excerpts'from Nash's 

testimony before the IRB that they allege prove that Nash 

committed perjury during the IRB hearing. The Second Circuit has 

held that "[wjhere the newly discovered evidence is the existence 

of allegedly perjured testimony, the defendant must first 

demonstrate that perjury was in fact committed." United States v. 

Torres, 128 F.3d 38, 49 (2d Cir. 1997), cert, denied. 118 S.Ct. 

1399 (1998). Moreover, where perjury is established, a defendant 

is not automatically entitled to a new trial. See United States 

v. White. 972 F.2d 16, 22 (2d Cir.), cert, denied. 506 U.S. 1026 

(1992). Instead, the court must consider the materiality of the 

perjury and its likely effect on the verdict had the evidence 

been made known to the trier of fact. Id. at 21. 

The first instance where Carey and Hamilton allege that Nash 
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perjured himself during the IRB hearing was when Nash denied that 

there were details that he hid from Carey because he did not want 

Carey to know about them rather than for any other reason.. See 

Carey Br. at 14-17. During the IRB hearing Nash was asked the 

following questions and provided the following responses: 

Q: Is it fair to say that during the course of this 
campaign there were a great number of details that you 
attended to that you did not share with Mr. Carey? 

A: Yes, sir. 

Q: And sope of them you didn't share because they were in 
your area of responsibility rather than his? 

A: Yes, sir. 

Q: And some of them you didn't share because they might 
have concerned matters that Mr. Carey wasn't interested 
in? 

A: Same thing. 

Q: And is it fair to say that there were some details you 
didn't share with Mr. Carey because you didn't want him 
to know about them? 

A: I can't think of a one 

Transcript of IRB Hearing re: Charges against Ron Carey and 

William Hamilton ("IRB Tr."), at 851, 895. 

Carey and Hamilton assert that because Nash did not discuss 

the rebilling scheme in response to the last question, Nash 

committed perjury before the IRB. See Carey Br. at 15. They 
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claim that the rebilling scheme was "one detail that Nash 

deliberately hid from Mr. Carey." Id. Still, Carey and Hamilton 

provide not a scintilla of evidence to support the contention 

that Nash purposely withheld information from Carey regarding the 

rebilling scheme or that he ever gave any thought at all to 

discussing the matter with Carey. Indeed, unlike the massive 

contributions that comprised the swap scheme that ultimately led 

to Carey's and Hamilton's removal from the union, there was no 

need for Nash to contact Carey regarding the payment of the three 

relatively minor invoices because under the IBT's approval 

process, expenditures of that size did not need Carey's approval. 

See IRB Supp. Dec. at 5. Moreover, as the IRB correctly 

recognized, Nash's testimony before the IRB revealed other 

reasons why Nash may not have shared the rebilling scheme with 

Carey, including that such small transactions were Nash's "area 

of responsibility" or that "Mr. Carey would not be interested in 

them." Id. 

Thus, this Court finds that the IRB properly determined that 

Nash's answers during the aforementioned testimony did not 

constitute perjury. Moreover, the IRB properly concluded that 

this testimony was not material to the issue before the IRB. 

"Nash's testimony that he could not * think of one' detail he did 
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not share with Carey cannot be shown to be material to the 

question of Carey's participation in or knowledge of the true 

purpose of the $885,000 in contributions to the four advocacy 

groups a month or longer after the rebilling scheme." Id. 

The second instance where Carey and Hamilton allege that 

Nash perjured himself during the IRB hearing was during the 

following dialog: 

A: What else was there, that you are aware of, that 
reflected benefit to [Martin] Davis ("Davis") out of 
the transactions that we have been inquiring into? 

A: All I am aware of I have learned since Martin Davis's 
arrest and that is what I was referring to, because of 
the illegal conduct he did, he made money through those 
- - through that illegal conduct, none of which I knew 
and would not have approved of. 

IRB Tr. at 1059-60. 

Carey and Hamilton argue that this demonstrates that Nash 

was claiming that "prior to Davis's arrest he had no knowledge of 

any illegal conduct by Davis," and that this answer was 

perjurious because Nash knew that Davis was involved in the 

rebilling scheme. Carey Br. at 17-19. 

This argument is flawed. As the IRB correctly observed, 

Carey's and Hamilton's argument "assume[s] erroneously that the 

question asked referred to the rebilling scheme." IRB Supp. Dec. 

at 5. Actually, as the IRB explained, the question "concerning 
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the benefit to Davis 'out of these transactions' obviously 

referr[ed] to the four advocacy group contributions by the IBT 

[constituting the swap scheme] and not any transaction the Carey 

Campaign may have directly engaged in." Id. at 5-6. Carey and 

Hamilton also assert that Nash falsely testified that, during the 

campaign he had no contemporaneous knowledge that Davis engaged 

in any illegal conduct. See Carey Br. at 18-19. Upon examination 

of the record, however, it is obvious that Nash was clear 

throughout the hearing that both he and Davis participated 

together in the swap scheme, which he acknowledged was illegal. 

Nash's statement, which Carey and Hamilton claim is perjurious, 

came in response to a question asking what else Nash knew "that 

reflected benefit to Davis" out of the swap scheme transactions, 

not what Nash knew generally about benefits that Davis may have 

received from other sources. 

This Court finds that neither the question nor the answer 

had anything to do with the rebilling scheme, and therefore, was 

not perjurious. In addition, the testimony was not material to 

the issues before the IRB because it was not relevant to the 

question of Carey's participation in the swap scheme. 

The third instance where Carey and Hamilton allege that Nash 

perjured himself during the IRB hearing concerned Nash's prior 
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truthfulness with the Government. During the IRB hearing Nash 

was asked the following questions and provided the following 

responses: 

Q: Now, when did you first meet with the government at all 
in connection with this case? 

A: In connection with this particular hearing or in 
connection with my meeting with the government? 

Q: Since you began cooperating. 

A: End of May, early June. 

Q: Did yoî  meet with the government befqre your plea or 
after .'your plea? 

A: Before my plea. 

Q: How long before your plea? 

A: I think it was in September. 

Q: Were you debriefed - - was there a lengthy discussion 
in which they asked you questions and you gave them 
answers? 

A: Several. 

Q: Did you answer their questions truthfully? 

A: Yes, sir. 

IRB Tr. at 947. 

Carey and Hamilton contend that because Nash admitted to 

making false statements to the Government about the rebilling 

scheme after his September 1997 guilty plea, he committed perjury 
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when he testified that he truthfully answered the Government's 

questions prior to his September 1997 guilty plea. See Carey Br. 

at 21. Furthermore, according to Carey and Hamilton, Nash's 

admission that he concealed and falsely denied his role in the 

rebilling scheme to the Government demonstrated that he lied when 

he testified that "when I agreed to come in June [1997] and begin 

to cooperate, I told [the Government] everything I knew." IRB Tr. 

at 1076; Carey Br. at 20-25. 

The IRB properly rejected this argument finding that "Nash's 

testimony . . . that he answered questions asked of him by the 

Government before his September 1997 guilty plea, could not be 

perjury when it is considered that at that time the Government 

had not asked him any questions which would implicate the three 

invoices involved in the rebilling scheme." IRB Supp. Dec. at 6-7 

(citations and footnote omitted). Furthermore, Nash's statement 

that he told the Government everything he knew was in response to 

a question asking him if he needed to plead guilty to the swap 

scheme in order to get a cooperation agreement with the 

Government. See IRB Tr. at 1076. Thus, it is clear to this Court 

that the questions asked during the IRB hearing, as well as the 

answers that Nash provided, had nothing to do with the rebilling 

scheme, and therefore did not constitute perjury. 
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In their final claim regarding Nash's alleged perjured 

testimony, Carey and Hamilton assert that "Nash also repeatedly 

vouched for his own truthfulness when he was questioned about his 

motivation to inculpate Mr. Carey in the hope of obtaining a 

§5.K(1) motion for downward departure." Carey Br. at 26. While 

conceding that Nash's insistence that he was at the IRB hearing 

to tell the truth did not contain a "specific statement" that is 

"in so many words a demonstrable lie," id., Carey and Hamilton 

still argue that,this Court should treat Nash's alleged vouching 

as "one more lie." Id. at 27. 

A review of the portion of the transcript that Carey and 

Hamilton cite in support of this claim, however, reveals that 

Nash wais questioned regarding his understanding of the 

requirements of his plea agreement. See IRB Tr. 939-941, 1071-72. 

Nash testified about his obligations under the plea agreement, 

including his responsibility to tell the truth. Nash did not 

"vouch for his own truthfulness." Thus, this Court finds Carey's 

and Hamilton's argument to be without merit. 

The IRB concluded that "the answers of Nash to the questions 

in the record before [the IRB] concerning contributions to the 

advocacy groups in October and early November 1996 cannot, as a 

matter of fact, be understood to include the three campaign 
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invoices probably paid in September of 1996." IRB Supp. Dec. at 

7. Thus, the IRB determined that none of the portions of Nash's 

testimony on which Carey relies "has been shown to be perjury." 

Id. This Court agrees with the IRB's assessment and will not 

disturb the IRB's determination. 

In addition, in evaluating Carey's and Hamilton's claim that 

the newly discovered evidence relating to the rebilling scheme 

and Nash's admissions warrant relief from judgment, the IRB 

determined that Nash's statements on which Carey and Hamilton 
, ̂  * 

rely not only were not perjury, they were also "not material to 

the issues before [the IRB]." IRB Supp. Dec. at 7. The IRB noted 

that "[h]ad the testimony about the rebilling scheme been 

offered, it would only have been considered as impeaching Nash's 

credibility." Id. The IRB found that the evidence of the 

rebilling scheme was not of "'such importance' to the issue of 

the involvement of Carey and Hamilton in the contributions to the 

advocacy groups that it would have altered our conclusions 

regarding Carey's breach of fiduciary duty and Hamilton's 

involvement in the four contributions." Id. at 4. 

In their submissions to this Court, Carey and Hamilton 

allege that the IRB erred when it found that the allegations 

regarding Nash's testimony were "merely cumulative or impeaching" 
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and did not warrant relief. Carey Br. at 28. Carey and Hamilton, 

however, make no showing that their allegations are anything more 

than "cumulative and impeaching." In fact, Carey concedes that 

the new evidence offered as a basis for reopening his 

disciplinary.decision is merely collateral to the question of his 

breach of fiduciary duty in connection with the swap scheme. See 

Carey Br. at 12. 

In support of their claims for relief, Carey and Hamilton 

cite criminal cases where the court granted relief based upon 

undisputed perjury. See Carey Br. at 28-34. These cases, 

however, are distinguishable from the instant internal union 

disciplinary proceeding because the record fully supported the 

IRB's factual finding that Nash did not commit perjury during the 

IRB hearing. For example, in United States v. Wallach. a 

criminal case Carey and Hamilton allege is closely analogous to 

the instant case, see Carey Br. at 30-34, the Court overturned 

the convictions because the Government acknowledged that one of 

its witnesses committed perjury during the criminal trial. 935 

F.2d 445, 455-56 (2d Cir. 1991). In another criminal case cited 

by Carey and Hamilton, Alvarez v. United States, the Court 

ordered a new trial finding that, in light of substantial new 

evidence regarding the credibility of two critical witnesses, the 
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imprisoned defendant "may be innocent." 8 08 F. Supp. 1066, 1096 

(S.D.N.Y. 1991). In Alvarez, the Court held that substantial new 

evidence, including possible perjury, regarding the veracity of 

both a confidential informant, without whose testimony the Court 

found the defendant could not have been convicted, and a 

corroborating agent, whose testimony the court described as 

"undoubtedly crucial," justified a new trial. Id. 

Carey and Hamilton also rely heavily on the Seventh 

Circuit's decision in United States v. Taalia. .922 F.2d 413 (7th 

Cir.), cert, denied. 500 U.S. 927 (1991). In that case, the 

Court explained "[i]f the government's case rested entirely on 

the uncorroborated testimony of a single witness who was 

discovered after trial to be utterly unworthy of being believed . 

. . the district judge would have the power to grant a new trial 

in order to prevent an innocent person from being convicted." Id. 

at 415. The Court further explained that: 

The practice has been to deny new trials 
where the only newly admitted evidence was 
impeaching. But the practice should not be 
taken to imply a rule that even if the 
defendant proves that his conviction almost 
certainly rests on a lie, the district judge 
is helpless to grant a new trial. 

Id. Carey and Hamilton thus argue that the IRB erred in not 

granting relief based on the new impeachment evidence because 
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Nash was "the only witness who tied [Carey] to wrongdoing" and 

because the evidence "decimates Nash's credibility." Carey Br. at 

28 . 

It is well-settled that "newly discovered evidence that 

merely goes to impeach the credibility of a prosecution witness 

does not ordinarily warrant the granting of a new trial." United 

States v. Atkinson. 429 F. Supp. 880, 885 (E.D.N.C. 1977) 

(citations omitted); 12 Moore's Federal Practice §60.42(9) at 60-

125 (3d Ed.) ("N^wly discovered evidence will not support a 

motion for relief from judgment if it merely tends to impeach the 

credibility of a witness rather than provide substantive evidence 

concerning a material issue of fact in the case.") Here, the new 

evidence Carey and Hamilton point to is nothing but impeachment 

evidence that does not bear directly on the factual issues before 

the IRB. Additionally, in the instant case, in contrast to the 

criminal cases that Carey and Hamilton cite, there was no perjury 

before the IRB and there was abundant evidence apart from Nash's 

testimony that fully supported the IRB's decision. 

Carey repeatedly, and incorrectly, suggests that Nash's 

testimony provides the only evidence against him. See, e.c?. . 

Carey Br. at 28 (stating that Nash was "the only witness who tied 

Mr. Carey to wrongdoing"); id. at 33 (arguing that Nash's 
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testimony provided "the only supposed information which would 

have given Ron Carey a reason to suspect fund-raising 

improprieties within his campaign"); id. at 34 (asserting that 

"no other circumstances existed [besides Nash's telephone call 

with Carey] that would cause Mr. Carey to suspect impropriety or 

give him a reason to. conduct an inquiry."); id. (maintaining that 

"Nash's credibility is the whole ball game"). Carey's argument, 

however, totally ignores the extensive record before the IRB that 

included four days of testimony, nearly 170 exhibits, written 

submissions from the Chief Investigator and Carey totaling more 

than 200 pages, sworn testimony of senior IBT officials and other 

staff involved in the approval and processing of the 

contributions, documentary evidence concerning the contributions, 

financial records of the IBT and the Carey campaign, transcripts 

of criminal proceedings, Carey campaign memoranda, and certain 

interview notes of the Election Officer and IBT counsel. 

Nash's testimony hardly provides the only evidence against 

Carey. Indeed, the IRB and this Court have both concluded, and 

this Court reiterates that conclusion here, that the evidence, 

even excluding Nash's testimony, is sufficient to conclude that 

Carey breached his fiduciary duty and should be expelled from the 

union. See Decision of IRB In re: Ronald Carey and William 
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Hamilton, July 27, 1998 ("IRB Dec.") at 23-25, 32-33; Application 

LXI, 22 F. Supp.2d at 141 (S.D.N.Y. 1998); IRB Supp. Dec. at 8, 

9. For example, one of the bases supporting the IRB's 

determination, aside from Nash's testimony, is its disbelief of 

Carey's testimony. The IRB made clear that it specifically found 

that "Carey lied about knowing the contributions were made." IRB 

Supp. Dec. at 8. As the IRB noted after detailing the massive 

expenditures that were approved within a one-month period, 

"[Carey's] claim^ nine months later to the Election Officer, and 

subsequently, that he had no memory of whether he did or did not 

approve any of these expenditures totaling $1,458,000, were less 

than credible given their size and their relation to the federal 

election which Carey believed to be of vital importance." IRB 

Dec. at 21. 

Carey's irrational argument that the size of the 1996 

political action contributions should not have stood out to him 

or given him any reason to believe the contributions were 

improper is without merit. See Carey Br. at 47. He asserts that 

"the fact that political action contributions of that size were 

planned, approved, and budgeted for fall 1996 gave [him] every 

reason to assume they were entirely proper, and also gave him 

every reason to believe they could properly be handled by the 
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legislative affairs director that he had selected and entrusted 

with that job." Id. Furthermore, Carey suggests that his 

knowledge that the IBT would be making substantial contributions, 

and that senior IBT staff raised questions regarding the 

contributions have no significance. This argument is devoid of 

merit. 

Carey's proposition that he would have no reason to question 

a political contribution so long as it was within a budget 

further proves his failure to fulfill his fiduciary duties. As 

the General President of the IBT, he had a duty to ensure that 

members' money was being used and spent properly. He was not 

absolved from that duty by presuming that all expenditures were 

appropriate so long as they came within a large budget figure. 

This Court agrees with the IRB's determination and continues to 

find it to be utterly incredible that Carey had no knowledge of 

contributions and loans that totaled $1,485,000. This Court 

remains convinced that Carey, at the very least, turned a blind 

eye to the improper fund-raising. 

Therefore, this Court finds that Carey and Hamilton have 

failed to show that they are entitled to the extraordinary relief 

under Rule 60(b)(2) and (6). 
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2. Misconduct or Fraud under Rule 60(b)(3) 

The IRB also rejected Carey's and Hamilton's claims for 

relief pursuant to Rule 60(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure. In order to establish entitlement to relief based on 

Rule 60(b)(3), Carey and Hamilton must provide "clear and 

convincing evidence of material misrepresentations" or fraud. 

Fleming v. New York Univ., 865 F.2d 478, 484 (2d Cir. 1989) 

(citations omitted); Metlvn Realty Corp v. Esmark, Inc., 763 F.2d 

826, 832 (7th Ciy. 1985) (holding that "movant,must establish 

fraud by 'clear and convincing evidence' . . . and this includes 

the burden of showing that the adverse party procured or knew of 

any false testimony.")(citations omitted). Here, the IRB found 

that Nash did not commit perjury. Thus, there was no basis to 

find that the Chief Investigator knew of any perjury. As a 

result the IRB rejected Carey's and Hamilton's request for relief 

stating: 

to satisfy the requirements of . . .[Rule 60 
(b) (3)], Hamilton and Carey would have to show 
that the Chief Investigator knew that the 
testimony being given by Nash was false and 
engaged in conduct which prevented Carey and 
Hamilton from fairly presenting their cases. 
By its own terms, the position of Carey and 
Hamilton that the Chief Investigator "should 
have known" is insufficient to meet this 
demanding standard. Carey and Hamilton 
offered no evidence that the Chief Investigator 
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in fact knew that Nash's testimony was false. 

IRB Supp. Dec. at 9. 

Carey and Hamilton argue that the IRB erred when it failed 

to consider whether the Chief Investigator "should have known" of 

Nash's alleged perjury. See Carey Br. at 51. This argument fails 

for two reasons. First, as the IRB and this Court have 

concluded, Nash did not commit perjury before the IRB. See supra 

Part 1. Thus, there is no basis for inquiry at all. Second, 

even assuming th^t Nash committed perjury before the IRB, whether 

the offering party had actual or only constructive knowledge of 

the perjury is relevant only to determine the applicable standard 

of review. 

"If the prosecution is charged with knowledge 
of the perjury, the conviction must be set 
aside if there is any reasonable likelihood 
that the false testimony could have affected 
the judgment of the jury. If the Prosecution 
was unaware of the perjury, a new trial is 
warranted if the court (is left) with a firm 
belief that but for the perjured testimony, the 
defendant would most likely not have been 
convicted." 

White. 972 F.2d 16, 21 (2d Cir. 1992) (internal quotations and 

citations omitted). Thus, even if these criminal standards were 

applicable to an internal union disciplinary matter, this Court 

need not choose between the two standards because the IRB has 
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already answered the ultimate question itself by finding that the 

new evidence would not have changed its decision. See IRB Supp. 

Dec. at 8 ("[D]isclosure of Nash's perjury as to the September 

1996 rebilling scheme would not have altered our decision."). 

Moreover, this Court finds that there is no "reasonable 

likelihood" that evidence of the rebilling scheme and Nash's 

admissions could have affected the IRB's judgment because that 

evidence was not material to any fact in dispute at the hearing. 

^ * 

3. No Additional Hearing 

Carey and Hamilton next argue that the IRB abused its 

discretion when it declined to conduct a hearing on Nash's 

alleged perjury. See Carey Br. at 52. This argument is also 

flawed for two reasons. First, Nash did not commit perjury 

before the IRB. Hence, there was no need for the IRB to conduct 

a hearing to determine the extent of the perjury. Second, even 

if Nash committed perjury before the IRB, the IRB would have been 

well within its discretion not to hold a hearing. The IRB had 

and this Court has sufficient evidence before it to determine 

that Carey and Hamilton have not shown that a hearing would aid 

the IRB or this Court. Even where perjury of a witness is 

admitted, the decision whether to hold a hearing remains within 
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the sound discretion of the trial court. See Torres, 12 8 F.3d at 

49. (stating that the district court did not abuse its discretion 

in declining to conduct a hearing on whether the Government knew 

or should have known about admitted perjury of a cooperating 

witness), cert, denied. 118 S.Ct. 1399 (1998); White. 872 F.2d 16 

(holding that the district court did not abuse its discretion in 

declining to conduct evidentiary hearing into alleged perjury on 

a collateral matter). Here, Nash's plea allocution provided the 

IRB with sufficient information for it to determine that Nash's 
^ * 

rebilling scheme was not material to the swap schemes at issue. 

The cases Carey and Hamilton cite in support of their 

request for a hearing are inapposite to the instant case. For 

example, unlike the instant case where the IRB rejected the 

allegations that Nash committed perjury, the cases Carey and 

Hamilton cite involve a witness' or witnesses' perjury that was 

undisputed. In Communist Party of the United States v. 

Subversive Activities Control Bd.. for example, a hearing was 

ordered based upon the undisputed claim that three witnesses had 

testified falsely during proceedings before the Control Board, 

two of the witnesses were under investigation for perjury and the 

Government no longer used any of the three witnesses. 351 U.S. 

115, 120-121 (1956). Conversely, here, the IRB and this Court 
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have determined that Nash did not commit perjury before the IRB. 

Furthermore, section 101(a)(5) of the LMRDA, which prohibits 

unions from disciplining members absent a "full and fair" 

hearing, does not provide a basis for requiring another hearing. 

See 29 U.S.C. § 411(a)(5). As previously noted, the IRB's 

procedures "fully comply with and even surpass, the procedural 

protections of §101(a)(5)." Adelstein, 998 F.2d at 126. Carey 

and Hamilton have made no showing that the procedures followed by 

the IRB in these circumstances deprived them of a full and fair 

hearing. As the Government correctly notes, "though not provided 

for in the IRB Rules or the IBT Constitution, the IRB permitted 

Carey and Hamilton to submit new evidence and argument in support 

of their request for relief from the judgment." Government Br. at 

5. The IRB fully considered the new evidence along with Carey's 

and Hamilton's arguments before reaffirming its original 

decision. There is absolutely nothing unfair about the procedure 

followed by the IRB that would require another hearing. 

Therefore, this Court finds that the IRB was well within its 

broad discretion not to hold an additional hearing. 

Conclusion 

As this Court previously noted, the instant matter before 
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this Court is Application LXVIII, which requests that this Court 

affirm the IRB's Supplemental Decision. This Court also 

previously noted that in reviewing prior IRB decisions, this 

Court employs the "arbitrary and capricious" standard of review. 

This Court will not substitute its judgment for that of the IRB. 

See Carey Disqualification. 156 F.3d at 365. The Consent Decree 

officers closest to an investigation are best equipped to 

evaluate the credibility of those who appear before them. This 

does not suggest ^that this Court will rubber st^mp decisions of 

the Consent Decree officers. It is intended, however, to 

indicate the great deference this Court gives to the decisions of 

its appointed officers. 

The IRB found that even without Nash's testimony, there was 

ample evidence before the IRB demonstrating that Carey breached 

his fiduciary duties in violation of the IBT Constitution. IRB 

Supp. Dec. at 8. The IRB held: 

the disclosure of Nash's perjury as to the 
September 1996 rebilling scheme would not 
have altered our Decision. Nash's testimony 
concerning his telephone call, apparently on 
October 17, 1996, with Carey provided only 
one of several bases for our conclusion that 
Carey's fiduciary duties required him, under 
the circumstances, to inquire further 
concerning the relationship between the 
contributions to the advocacy groups and his 
own campaign fund-raising. 
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Id. 

As General President of the IBT, Carey had fiduciary 

obligations to the members in handling the union's money. See 29 

U.S.C. §501(a). Carey's failure as a fiduciary to inquire into 

the facts of.the unusual circumstances surrounding the improper 

donations supported an inference that he deliberately closed his 

eyes. As the IRB concluded, "[t]he circumstances involving the 

IBT at the time mandated that Carey inquire into the purposes of 

the contribution^,." IRB Dec. at 23. Carey failed to exercise his 

required duty of inquiry with respect to the extraordinary 

transactions that Hamilton had requested be made. The IRB 

properly inferred from Carey's failure that Carey realized the 

contributions could not withstand scrutiny and that he suspected 

they were being made for his benefit. See IRB Dec. at 33. 

The IRB found that "Carey knew of the proposed contributions 

and approved them . . . ." IRB Dec. at 21. In reaching its 

decision, the IRB found Carey's glaring lack of memory not 

credible and stated, "Carey lied about knowing the contributions 

were made . . . ." IRB Supp. Dec. at 8. Carey claimed, and 

amazingly continues to assert, that he does not have any 

recollection of any of the following, all of which occurred 

within one month: the loan document he signed allowing Democratic 
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Republican Independent Voter Education ("DRIVE") to borrow 

$500,000 on October 1, 1996, the $475,000 Citizen Action 

donation, the $175,000 donation to Project Vote, the $85,000 

National Council of Senior Citizens ("NCSC") donation, the 

$150,000 contribution to the AFL-CIO and the $73,000 he 

authorized for an ou!tside telephone service to make election 

related calls. See IRB Dec. at 20-21. Thus, he attempts to 

persuade this Court to believe that in four weeks he approved 

$1,458,000 in financial transactions relating to the federal 

election that he does not recall. This Court remains 

unpersuaded. 

In his submission to this Court, Carey alleges that "[n]o 

other evidence unrelated to Nash's testimony gave Mr. Carey any 

reason to suspect wrongdoing, or imposed on him any fiduciary 

duty of inquiry." Carey Br. at 43. As detailed in its decision, 

however, the IRB meticulously noted all of the evidence that was 

in no way related to Nash's testimony and that established that 

Carey breached his fiduciary duties. See IRB Supp. Dec. at 8; IRB 

Dec. at 23-25. Furthermore, this Court rejected Carey's argument 

that "there is no affirmative evidence in the record to show 

personal approval by Mr. Carey of any swap scheme contributions" 

in its September 15, 1998 decision on the charges against Carey 
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and Hamilton. Application LXI, 22 F. Supp.2d at 14 0. This Court 

sees no reason to reverse that determination. 

As for Hamilton, the IRB found that "Hamilton knowingly-

participated in the scheme in which IBT donations were made with 

the understanding that, in return, donations would be made to the 

Carey Campaign." IRB Dec. at 19. The evidence also supported 

this finding. The requests for all four of the donations that 

resulted in a benefit to the Carey campaign were sent to 

Hamilton. Hamilton then obtained the necessary approvals for the 

contributions. See Id. at 19. Hamilton sent five memoranda to 

Carey requesting that the IBT make the four donations to Citizen 

Action, Project Vote and the NCSC. See id. at 20. The IRB found 

that it was "[a]s a result of Hamilton's requests, the IBT made 

these donations. IRB Dec. at 20. Thus, finding that "Hamilton 

exercised his discretion in return for an undisclosed benefit 

that the union did not receive and which he knew was to be used 

for a non-union benefit," the IRB properly held that Hamilton 

brought reproach upon the union and embezzled from the union when 

he "knowingly used his union position to cause union donations to 

be made in return for contributions to the Carey campaign . . . 

." Id̂ _ at 30. 

There is absolutely nothing in the IRB's Supplemental 
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Decision that may be interpreted as arbitrary or capricious. 

This Court finds that the record before the IRB, with or without 

Nash's testimony, fully supported the IRB's finding that Carey 

brought reproach upon the IBT and violated Article II, Section 

2(a) and Article XIX, Section 7(b)(1) and (2) of the IBT 

Constitution. This Court also holds that the record before the 

IRB, even apart from Nash's testimony, fully supported the IRB's 

ruling that Hamilton brought reproach upon the IBT and violated 

Article II, Section 2(a) and Article XIX, Section 7(b)(1), (2) 

and (3) of the IBT Constitution. Finally, this Court finds that 

the sanctions the IRB imposed are not unwarranted in law or 

without justification in fact. Therefore, Application LXVTII.of 

the IRB is Granted and the IRB's Supplemental Decision is 

Affirmed. 

SO ORDERED. 

Dated: New York, New York 
August 27, 1999 
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